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A Complete ETD Paradigm: 
The workflow from submission to preservation at Texas Tech University

Digital Preservation NamingIntroduction
Texas Tech University Libraries has been accepting 
Electronic Theses and Dissertations (ETDs) since 
2006,  and digitized their legacy collection of an 
estimated 13,000 print theses and dissertations 
starting from the late 1920s. 

Originally, the focus of these collections was access 
for patrons.  After some difficult situations, priorities 
were shifted to focus on preservation and responsible 
curatorship for these digital items. 

Manifest for 
Management
Because the filing system we 
developed contains only letters and 
digits that are not very human-
readable, we generate a manifest at the 
collection level. 

The manifest contains all basic 
information for every item in the 
collection, including those items only 
in our archive, not available in our 
online repository. This Excel sheet 
contains information like: 

• Original file name

• Preservation number

• Author

• Title 

• Department 

• Graduating Month/Year

• URI

• Notes on embargo status 

Embargo Status as Special Metadata
Keeping embargo statuses and any changes is a special aspect of ETDs as a digital collection. 

• How is that information archived or backed up? 

In addition to the manifest notes, we keep emails and other embargo related documentation in the metadata folder of each 
item so that it is archived with it.

Problems
• Using the Wrong Tool: 

Since accepting ETDs, the TTU Libraries had been 
using the ingestion tool for ETDs as a preservation 
system, (ex. TDL’s Vireo). These programs are not 
designed for long term preservation of digital 
material.

• Communication: 
The Libraries and Graduate School were not 
communicating well on responsibilities of the ETD 
process, resulting in multiple problems for both 
parties and patrons. 

• No One in Charge:
Without someone managing the theses and 
dissertations once they were published in the 
online repository, confusion abounded with 
embargo changes or ‘missing’ ETDs. 

Preservation: LOCKSS and Load
Texas Tech University Libraries uses a combination of two 
preservation models, the first being LOCKSS. We have 
multiple digital copies housed in geographically varied 
locations by different institutions including our university and 
the Texas Digital Library in Austin. 

“Lots Of Copies Keep Stuff Safe” 

The second model is using the online repository itself as a 
preservation system. We utilize DSpace tools for our 
published items, including fixity checks (Checksum). 

All items published through DSpace are assigned a MD5 
checksum number. This sum of the bits of an item is checked 
daily by a verifier. 

Solutions 
• The Libraries created a preservation plan for all of the 

digital material, no matter how they were ingested or if 
they were published in the online repository.  A dark 
archive was set up to preserve the digital files. 

• We have semester meetings with all stakeholders from the 
Graduate School and the Libraries to discuss problems and 
keep in touch with changes on both sides. 

• A librarian was also designated in charge of the Theses and 
Dissertation Collection, so it was clear for everyone who 
could be contacted when there were problems. 
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